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<td>AFSA-00B</td>
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**TO** AFSA-00B  **FROM** AFSA-03  **DATE** 21 Sept 51  **COMMENT NO.** 1

S. Kullback/60256

1. There are attached hereto 5 recommended proposals. The first proposal, microfilm, was previously developed and so far as is known actually used. Completion reports of the development project are available.

2. Since other factors such as the number of destinations, quantity of material to be distributed and frequency of shipment must be considered, it is requested that the proposals be evaluated. Should any of these be acceptable, a task will be established upon indication of same.

3. If none of the proposals is satisfactory, additional background information is requested in order that a proposal/solution be arrived at which will meet all necessary requirements.

Enclosures – 2
1. OOB Office Memo dtd 17 Sept 51, subject as above.
2. Recommendations.

J. S. HARPER
Captain, U.S.N.
Chief of AFSA-03
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1. There are attached hereto 5 recommended proposals. The first proposal, microfilm, was previously developed and so far as is known actually used. Completion reports of the development project are available.

2. Since other factors such as the number of destinations, quantity of material to be distributed and frequency of shipment must be considered, it is requested that the proposals be evaluated. Should any of these be acceptable, a task will be established upon indication of same.

3. If none of the proposals is satisfactory, additional background information is requested in order that a proposal solution be arrived at which will meet all necessary requirements.

J. S. HARPER
Captain, U.S.N.
Chief of AFSA-03
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1. OOB Office Memo dtd 17 Sept 51, subject as above.
2. Recommendations.
Office Memorandum

TO: 03
FROM: OOB
DATE: 17 SEP 51

SUBJECT: Conveyance of COMINT Material by Air.

At the USCIB meeting on 14 Sept. 1951, AFSA was requested to resume effort to devise some means of conveying COMINT end products and other highly classified materials safely by air. Prior to consolidation, ASA had a development underway for this purpose. Please investigate what has been done and submit recommendations as to what should now be done. This is an urgent problem of considerable importance and must be solved at an early date.
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